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NamePositionYear in schoolCampusEmail Alex Marinelli AKPhA Representative P2 Anchorage marialex@isu.edu Kristin Cleverdon Communications VP P2 Meridian clevkri3@isu.edu Kailyn Christensen Fundraising VP P2 Meridian chrikail@isu.edu Kalon Ludvigson Fundraising VP P2
Pocatello ludvkalo@isu.edu Alexis Zimmers Generation Rx Chair P2 Pocatello Meyealex@isu.edu Kathlene Bailey Generation Rx Chair P2 Meridian bailkat4@isu.edu Michael Hart IPE Chair P2 Pocatello hartmic2@isu.edu Taylor Smith IPE Chair P3 Meridian smittay5@isu.edu Jennifer
Martin IPSF Chair P2 Meridian martjen5@isu.edu Steppe IPSF Chair P2 Pocatello nguytha2@isu.edu IPSF Exchange Officer P1 Pocatello Zach Kim IPSF Exchange Officer P1 Meridian kimzach@isuedu Lindsey Catlin ISHP Rep-in-Training P2 Meridian catllind@isu.edu Naomi Veloso
ISHP Rep-in-Training P2 Pocatello velonaom@isu.edu Heather Shannon ISHP Representatitve P3 Meridian shanheat@isu.edu Clint Housley ISHP P3 Po Representativecatello housjame@isu.edu Lindsey Catlin ISPa Rep-in-Training P2 Meridian catllind@isu.edu Victoria Emenari ISPA
Rep-in-Training P2 Pocatello emenvict@isu.edu Bekah Dunkley ISPA P3 Meridian Representative dunkrebe@isu.edu Nathan Reed ISPA Representative P3 Pocatello reednat2@isu.edu Lindsey Catlin Kappa Psi Regent P2 Meridian catllind@isu.edu Janelle Solbos Op Diabetes Chair P2
Anchorage solbjane@isu.edu Phil Bettis Operation Diabetes Chair P2 Meridian bettphil@isu.edu Sierra Detwiler Operation Diabetes Chair P2 Pocatello detwsier@isu.edu Jodi Broyles Operation Heart Chair P3 Meridian broyjodi@isu.edu Paul Davis Operation Heart Chair Op Diabetes
Chair P2 Pocatello detwsier@isu.edu By Jodi Broyles Activist Chair P3 Meridian broyjodi@isu.edu Paul Davis Activist Chairman Tim P2 Pocatello davipau4@isu.edu Jeffrey Plante Operation Immunization Chair P2 Pocatello planjeff@isu.edu Kaylee Moretto Operation Immunization Chair
P2 Meridian morekayl@isu.edu Hannah Fjeld Op Heart Chair P2 Anchorage fjelhann@isu.edu Alex Marinelli Op P2 Anchorage marialex@isu.edu Cassidy Howarth OTC Medicine Safety P2 Pocatello howacas2@isu.edu Megan Seewald OTC Medicine Safety P2 Meridian
wheemega@isu.edu Kayla Brawley P4 President P4 Meridian brawkayl@isu.edu P4 Vice President P 4 Pocatello Corrie Black Patient Care VP P2 Anchorage blaccorr@isu.edu Cory Lankford Patient Care VP P3 Meridian lankcory@isu.edu Jordin Millward Patient Care VP P3 Pocatello
milljor5@isu.edu Annette Sprankle Phi Delta Chi- Consultant worthy chief Sprankle Phi Lambda Sigma Co-Chairman P3 Pocatello spraanne@isu.edu Bekah Dunkley Phi Lambda Sigma Co-Chairman P3 Meridian dunkrebe@isu.edu Drue Hall Policy VP P2 Meridian halldrue@isu.edu
Hayden Shuster Policy VP P3 Pocatello shushayd@isu.edu Hailey Hossfeld PPSA Finance VP P3 Meridian hosshail@isu.edu Paul Davis PPSA Finance VP P2 Pocatello davipau4@isu.edu Jordan Trively PPSA VP Member P1 Pocatello trivjord@isu.edu Mel Malmin PPSA VP P3 Member
Meridian malmmeli@isu.edu Matt Phillips PPSA Chairman P3 Meridian philmat4@isu.edu Parker Webster PP P3 President Pocatello webspark@isu.edu Megan Echevarria PPSA President-elect P2 Meridian echemega@isu.edu Teresa Dang PPSA President-elect P2 Pocatello
dangtere@isu.edu Leyla Sinyawski Senate- P1 President P1 Anchorage sinyleyl@isu.edu Lily Genta T Senate - P1 President P1 Pocatello gentlily@isu.edu Tristan Roberts Senate - P1 President P1 Meridian robetri2@isu.edu Cassandra Sanborn Senate - P1 Secretary P1 Anchorage
sanbcass@isu.edu Dallin Farnes Senate - P1 Secretary P1 Pocatello farndall@isu.edu Nicole Orlovich Senate - P1 Secretary P1 Meridian orlonico@isu.edu Julie Garcia Senate - P1 Vice President P1 Pocatello garcjul2@isu.edu Michael Kelty Senate- P1 Vice President P1 Anchorage
keltmich@isu.edu Reed Jeppe Senate - P1 Vice President P1 Meridian jeppreed@isu.edu Karami Re P2 President P2 Pocatello dyekara@isu.edu Lindsey Catlin Senate - P2 President P2 Meridian catllind@isu.edu Tiffany Ma Senate - P2 President P2 Anchorage matiff@isu.edu Corrie
Black Senate - P2 Secretary P2 Anchorage blaccorr@isu.edu Kaylee Moretto Senate - P2 Secretary P2 Meridian morekayl@isu.edu NaomiVeloso Senate - P2 Secretary P2 Pocatello velonaom@isu.edu Janelle Solbos Senate - P2 Vice President P2 Anchorage solbjane@isu.edu Kalon
Ludvigson Senate - P2 Vice President P2 Pocatello ludvkalo@isu.edu Kristin Cleverdon Senate - P2 Vice President P2 Meridian clevkri3@isu.edu Ademole Are Senate - P3 President P3 Pocatello areadem@isu.edu Taylor Smith Senate - P3 President P3 Meridian smittay5@isu.edu
Cassie Huckabay Senate - P3 Secretary P3 Meridian gaigcass@isu.edu Taylor Hewett Senate - P3 Secretary P3 Pocatello hewetayl@isu.edu Hayden Shuster Institute - P3 Vice President P3 Pocatello shushayd@isu.edu James Berain Senate - P3 Vice President P3 Meridian
berajame@isu.edu Kaden Schultz President of P3 Meridian Senate schukad2@isu.edu Trager Hintze Senate President P3 Pocatello hinttrag@isu.edu Show 77 items recognized 921 S. 8th , Stop 8288 Pocatello, ID 83209 Walter Fitzgerald, BPharm, MS, JD Dean and Professor Tel: 208-
282-4597 Fax: 208-282-4482 E-Mail: fitzwalt@isu.edu Web Site: pharmacy.isu.edu/live/ About Us Influenza Clinic What is happening at the College of Pharmacy? Idaho State University is the leading health education university in Idaho and a public institution. Isu College of Pharmacy
offers a 4-year PhD in Pharmacy (PharmD) that can be completed in Pocatello or Meridian, Idaho or in Anchorage, Alaska. PharmD students can complete their fourth year at our clinical locations in Idaho (Boise, Pocatello or Coeur d'Alene) or at our locations in Reno, Nevada or Anchorage,
Alaska. Our Faculty of Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences (BPSCI) also offers Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) and Master of Science (M.S.) degrees in Pocatello or Meridian, Idaho. Our BPSCI division is the only program in the state of Idaho for post-education in biomedical and
pharmaceutical sciences. To meet the needs of idaho and Alaska, about 70% of each new class includes Idaho or Alaska residents. Admission to the program is competitive. We only accept 95 new students per year from a large group of eligible applicants. Good luck! We sincerely hope



that you find the best situation for your future success. How did the interview impress you? What is the stress level of the interview? 0 = low, 10 = high How do you think you did? 0 = low, 10 = high Future students appreciate when e-mail is answered in a timely manner. get your stuff in
mind and think about having a professional editor look at your personal claims Candidates applying for the Meridian campus will be able to do group interviews at Pocatello that immediately reinforce the interview process for Boise candidates. In one of your past experiences, what did you
do when one of your team members was slacking? Why is it an ISU pharmacy? First of all, we had personal interviews with two trainers who went for 30-40 minutes. then we had a group interview with some other candidates like other students from the track program. we had a few
questions each and then we did a group discussion about an ethical/ethical situation where there was no right or wrong answer, necessarily. Why a pharmacy? Why ISU? What would you do if you couldn't get in? What other schools have you applied to? what makes you stand out from the
other three candidates we're interviewing today? Why a pharmacy? Why ISU? Have you applied for any other programs? The questions are listed above. Why Pharmaceuticals You work retail, an older customer calls because she is missing her meds. You know her nephew picked them up
last night because. What are you doing? What are your strengths and weaknesses? What are the best and worst parts about pharmaceuticals? Normal questions What would do if a person with a previous drug history came to you and asked how to pass a drug test? Do you plan to work
through the university? it was at a different school interview... what it means to An expert Do you want to stay in the U.S. or return to your home country after completing the Pharm.D program? If a patient comes and says they want to commit suicide, what will your actions be? What other
career options have you considered or are still considering? You caught one of your good friends cheating on the test - what do you do? You are working in a pharmacy and have had an open job for a teller. Your friend who uses drugs for entertainment purposes asks you to refer him to
open work. What are you going to do? The interview professor asked/invited me to go rock climbing with her. They just asked me two questions. Why pharmaceuticals and why ISU. The rest of the time we just chit-chatted. Did you become interested in becoming a pharmacist before you
were a technician or when you became a technician? What is your favorite class? Your favorite class? What other interests are you involved in? Nothing very interesting. Just standard questions. See how all personal feedback &amp; questions Browse personal feedback Page 2 How did
the interview impress you? What is the stress level of the interview? 0 = low, 10 = high How do you think you did? 0 = low, 10 = high Nothing, everything is great Admissions staff are very friendly and useful nothing, all very nice and useful. I'm exactly the last person to be interviewed and it
looks like I've been waiting forever. hope they can improve things Why OSU? What pharmaceutical experience do you have? how do you handle stress how do you see the future of pharmaceuticals Discuss the pros and cons of working in a pharmacy Tell me about yourself. Why
Pharmaceuticals What have I contacted the current pharmacist What can you say about the future of pharmaceuticals? All questions about this interview response. Why pharmaceuticals, why osu and tell me a little about yourself Why pharmaceuticals and not photosynthesics? How do you
deal with stress? Describe what you did in your internship. why OSU Why did you choose pharmaceuticals? What pharmaceutical sector do you find yourself in how do you deal with stress? What is the most stressful situation you've had in learning? Can you explain any bad points on your
scoreboard? Since I am currently pursuing a Doctor of Pharmacology degree, they asked me why I still wanted to go to pharmacy school after I got my PhD. Why OSU? Why do you wait two years to apply to pharmacy school after graduation? How do you manage your time with your
participation in all your activities? How do you handle stress? Why a pharmacist? Why a pharmacy? Why OSU? Why a pharmacy, why OSU? Tell us about yourself? Do you have a interesting thing, tell me about it and why you want to change careers? Why a pharmacy? How do you
handle being so engaged and doing well in school? What led you to a career in pharmaceuticals? Tell me about yourself and why you want to be a Why did I decide to switch to pharmacy after preparing for veterinary school and why OSU? Why a pharmacy? Why OSU? How do you handle
stressful situations? You have any interaction with a pharmacist (I think this question came because I have no information about working in a pharmacy. So I told them that I shadowed a pharmacist's job.)? When I first arrived in the room they were very comfortable. When asked about my
job, school, Florida (where I used to live). Just very general questions, just to get to know me. Then there are actually only 3 questions including the interview. Then I asked quite a few questions (they want to know that you are interested enough to ask questions ... there is some
preparation). Why would you want to become a pharmacist? Tell me about a time when you had something to make, but other priorities came in the way. How do you handle this? Tell us about your higher education institution (interviewers unfamiliar with my university) How is your
hometown? What led you to a career in pharmaceuticals? Why especially OSU? Describe your past experiences and how they led to you choosing pharmaceuticals? What brings you here today? I want a good answer 5-10 minutes for this one. And don't be too stressed about retail, be
open to other sectors. How do you balance work and school? How do you manage time and balance to be so busy? It was like a natural interview and sometimes I felt like I needed to find things to talk about because I was paranoid how easy it was. What do you want in the next 30 minutes
What is the Standard Question Without Situations where you have to deal with a difficult customer? about time management They asked me about my opinion on more clinical pharmacological. What are the potential pharmaceutical problems you see in the future What are your most
appreciated achievements? don't tell us about a time when you were working in a team and that person wasn't as motivated as you. There are no interesting questions. You have PCAT many times, and you have improved, how are you prepared to improve your score? How do you see the
pharmaceutical profession grow over the next twenty years? I was asked about my work as a professional figure ska artist. What would you do if you were working in a team with someone less motivated than yourself? We talked about my college research What do you do for fun? What do
you like to do for fun? I think this is interesting because it shows they are not only interested in scholars but the importance of enjoying your pharmacy school experience How do you handle it when you have to work with someone who is not force to do as well as you are? What are your
greatest achievements? You seem like you are a very motivated individual with high standards for yourself. How would you handle working with someone who has set a lower standard or does not meet yours you Tell us why you chose your major. What are the disadvantages that you
observe from your pharmaceutical-related experience? They asked a specific question for the volunteer work that I do at a center for victims of domestic violence and sexual assualt. The question is something to the effect of, Your job at MPC – it surprised me that a suburban
girl/mainstream like you would have operating in such a difficult situation. How are you prepared for this and how do you react in this situation?. What is the hardest thing you've faced, and how do you deal with it? Do you feel you are culturally diverse? See how all personal feedback &amp;
questions Browse personal feedback Page 3 How did the interview impress you? What is the stress level of the interview? 0 = low, 10 = high How do you think you did? 0 = low, 10 = high I would recommend removing the additional $95 application offered by the university. Consider
including it in the pharmCAS application or reducing its costs. The registration price is too high when you take into account the pharmCAS fee, the backup registration fee, the transcripts submitted, etc. I've got great interviewers. They seem to have a real concern for those interviewed and
they are Why Charleston? Why would you want to become a pharmacist? Why South Carolina Why Pharmacies? Why MUSC? How do you feel about needles? Where and where will you remember to travel out of the country? See how all personal feedback &amp; questions Browse
personal reactions Page 4 How did the interview impress you? What is the stress level of the interview? 0 = low, 10 = high How do you think you did? 0 = low, 10 = high No, the whole experience was amazing! Why MUSC Where do you find yourself in five years? How did you become
interested in pharmaceuticals? Why would you want to be a pharmacist? Why a pharmacy? Why would you want to become a pharmacist? Have you found the most challenging in the classroom in college? Why are you pursuing PharmD/Why MUSC in particular? Tell me about yourself
Where do you want to work when you get your Pharm.D? What qualities do you have that will make you a good pharmacist? why would you want to leave your current profession? Why would you want to go to MUSC? Which personal achievements are you most proud of? I really don't
remember any direct questions. It's non-formal and conversational. One is open file and the other has been closed file. General questions about your application, why MUSC, and why pharmaceuticals? There were not any specific interview questions. They know my profile and ask general
questions about my application, how I know my reviews, why THEIR SCHOOL SPECIFICALLY. See all questions &amp; Personal Feedback Browse personal feedback Page 5 How did the interview impress you? What is the stress level of the interview? 0 = low, 10 = high How do you think
you did? 0 0 low, 10 = high No, the whole experience was amazing! Why MUSC Where do you find yourself in five years? How did you become interested in pharmaceuticals? Why would you want to be a pharmacist? Why a pharmacy? Why would you want to become a pharmacist? Have
you found the most challenging in the classroom in college? Why are you pursuing PharmD/Why MUSC in particular? Tell me about yourself Where do you want to work when you get your Pharm.D? What qualities do you have that will make you a good pharmacist? why would you want to
leave your current profession? Why would you want to go to MUSC? Which personal achievements are you most proud of? I really don't remember any direct questions. It's non-formal and conversational. One is open file and the other has been closed file. General questions about your
application, why MUSC, and why pharmaceuticals? There were not any specific interview questions. They know my profile and ask general questions about my application, how I know my reviews, why THEIR SCHOOL SPECIFICALLY. See how all the questions &amp; answers to Personal
Answers Browse personal feedback Page 6 How did the interview impress you? What is the stress level of the interview? 0 = low, 10 = high How do you think you did? 0 = low, 10 = high I would recommend removing the additional $95 application offered by the university. Consider
including it in the pharmCAS application or reducing its costs. The registration price is too high when you take into account the pharmCAS fee, the backup registration fee, the transcripts submitted, etc. I've got great interviewers. They seem to have a real concern for those interviewed and
they are Why Charleston? Why would you want to become a pharmacist? Why South Carolina Why Pharmacies? Why MUSC? How do you feel about needles? Where and where will you remember to travel out of the country? See all questions &amp; individual responses browsing
individual responses
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